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AKTIAG  
NATE, 15, wearing a gorilla mask, addresses a digital camera.  

NATE: WASSUP, BITCHES? (laughs, takes off the mask) This is the moment you’ve all been waiting for. 

Up until now your lives have been controlled by the whims of a brainless, lifeless horde of humanoid 

creatures that would like nothing more than to eat your guts. You’ve seen them in your homes, at 

school, on the news, and in your everyday lives. They monitor everything you do. But starting today, 

thanks to me, all that is going to change. Facts: This room is the last known human stronghold in the 

formerly living city of Dickville. Known in Dickville as Nathaniel “Nate” Justice, I am actually the Supreme 

Arbitrator of Absolution, AKA The Judge— and the only known survivor of the apocalypse. I live in 

constant danger, surrounded by the enemy who, if they knew of my identity, would grind my flesh to 

hamburger meat and suck my bones. Heheh, suck my bone, I wish. Not a bad way to go. The flesh 

grinding part, eh, not so much. Anyway! As you probably already know from such outstanding 

documentaries such as The Walking Dead and World War Z (which were obviously disguised as fiction to 

avoid drawing attention from the NSA,) the enemy is everywhere. But when conducting an individual 

assessment, how can you tell if it’s one of us or one of them? Number one thing to watch for: verbal 

duplicity. Zombies don’t understand English, but they can imitate speech. So they can talk—actually, 

they talk all the friggin’ time—but their words mean something completely different from what they say. 

Take my mom for example. On the outside, she’s all – (imitating Mom) “Can I get you anything, 

sweetie?” On the inside: (imitating zombie) “Feed me… feeeeed meeeee….” Then there’s my dad. What 

he says: (imitating Dad) “Long day, buddy. I just want to relax.” What he means: (imitating zombie) 

“TOUCH MY BOURBON AND I’LL TEAR YOU LIMB FROM LIMB!”  

Nate imitates a zombie ad nauseam, then suddenly switches back to himself.   

NATE: Okay, that was ridiculously over the top. (to camera) Note to self, cut all this shit and go back to—

to—damn it, what was I even talking about? Fuck, I knew I should’ve made notes! (examining camera) Is 

this thing even on? I think it is. Yeah, it is on. Shit. What are you doing? Just wing it, dickface, come on, 

still rolling, still rolling. (to camera) GREETINGS! (to himself) That’s so much worse. You’re trying too 

hard. You look like an idiot. Just—(to camera) Hi. Hello there. Heyyyyyy. (grabs the camera and shuts it 

off) God damn it all to hell.  

Nate angrily deletes his previous file and restarts the camera. When he turns it back on, all traces of 

levity are gone.  

NATE: My name is Nathaniel Justice. You may not know me now, but someday you will. Because I have 

something to say. 


